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ROAD RANGER SAFETY/TRAINING MEETING AGENDA 

 
 

 
 

April 6, 2022 

1. FIRST COAST ROAD RANGERS PRESENTATION             Marshall Adkison 
 
2.  FDOT ITS Operations       Dee Dee Crews 

A. MOT General Discussion 
B. Safety 
C. Procedural Errors 
D. Road Ranger Operations Interaction 

a. Communication 
b. Dispatch 
c. Event Information 

E. Phone / Tablet Issues 
F. Safe Tows       

 
3. AVL                      Lisa Sparling/Dee Dee Crews 

A. Breaks/ Shift Changes 
B. Inspections  

 
4. RTMC Supervisor Concerns      Amanda Nichols 
 
5. Road Ranger Operator Questions 
 
6. Action Items 
 
7. Final Comments       FDOT/1st Coast Road Rangers  
 

 
Contractor Meeting: 

• Express Lanes Routes 
• Fuel Adjustment 
• Discuss visits to RTMC by Road Ranger Staff 

 

 



 

 

- Marshall welcomed everyone. 

- Marshall had the new employees introduce themselves  

- Marshall asked the Road Rangers to please not prefill out timesheets. Please fill them out each 
day   

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers that he has locked the volume on each radio 

- Marshall asked the Road Rangers to please schedule appointments around your work hours 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers he will call each employee when they call out to find out why 
and if they are ok 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers when driving a commercial vehicle and involved in an 
accident the driver can now be sued due to new law  

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers if they are involved in an accident to please contact your 
supervisor and let your supervisor do the talking 

- Dee Dee went over the new express lane route 

- Dee Dee advised the Road Rangers that if they are on FT with their family to please pull over. I 
do not have a problem with you on FT for a few minutes to talk with your family 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers that another truck was involved in an accident and the driver 
of the other vehicle was ticketed  

- Marshall asked the Road Rangers to please slow down and don’t rush. If you pass the event, 
please just go to next exit, and turn around and go back to event 

- Marshall asked the Road Rangers to please make sure you keep your distances    

- Marshall went over with the Road Rangers on things to do while driving 

o Turn your head and look 

o Keep your distance 

o Drive 5 miles below the speed limit 

o Do not use official turn arounds 

o Make sure you have enough time to pull out to merge into traffic           

- Marshall went over pictures of Road Ranger trucks in accidents 

- Marshall advised the Road Rangers he has 7 beds  that need repair 



- Marshall asked the Road Rangers if they have had any issues with vendors 

o Road Rangers have no issues 

- Amanda advised the Road Rangers if they know maintenance is needed for road blocking event 
please call and advise the TMC so they can call maintenance   

- Marshall went over MOT 

- Marshall reminded the Road Rangers to not touch other peoples property (Cones, Barrows, etc)  

- Marshall went over shift/break times 

- Marshall reminded the Road Rangers they must deploy all 15 cones at every stop 

- Marshall reminded the Road Rangers Hurricane Season is coming up, please be prepared  

- Tina reminded the Road Rangers there are no call outs during Hurricanes 

- Marshall asked the Road Rangers to please keep on eye on fuel cans during break. With gas 
prices rising fuel cans get stolen 

- Lisa advised a couple of the cones need to be repaired 

- Marshall went over chain of command   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 


